HOMEWORK POLICY

Education Regulations state simply “A Teacher may require a pupil to undertake home study which may occupy such an amount of time as a principal may decide reasonable under the circumstances”.

A suggested time for homework tasks could range from 5 minutes for Year 1 to approximately 30 minutes in Year 7 per night. The homework reflects work covered in class and enables students to consolidate their learning.

Teachers clearly outline their homework expectations in their introductory letter and information evening at the beginning of the year.

Years 1 and 2 student homework is literacy based. Yrs 3 to 7 homework may include numeracy homework. Literacy and numeracy homework is revision work covering concepts taught in class.

All students in Years 1 to 7 are to read each night to an adult. Students take home books from school which may include reading scheme texts and library books.

All students will have spelling, that have been taught during class time, to learn on a regular basis.